Please complete all assignments in the order presented here. The Readings and Questions sets are numbered and in order while the essay and documents analysis assignments are to be completed after each content reading assignment has been completed. Please contact me with any additional questions.

I am adding the Google classroom code here to assist with additional resources (lecture slides, videos and readings) and access to the online text (which I will provide once you sign on to the Google Classroom).

Google Classroom: jzanfh1

cschmitt@nps.k12.va.us

**Assignment One:**
Imperialism Reading and Questions
Imperialism Primary Source Documents
Immigration Document Analysis

**Assignment Two:**
WW1 Reading and Question Set

**Assignment Three:**
The Roaring Twenties Reading and Questions
The Stock Market Crash Reading and Questions

**Assignment Four:**
The Great Depression Reading and Questions
Alphabet Soup New Deal Research Assignment